3 STEP
ULTRABOND
PAD 100MM
Revolutionary diamond product for the
maintenance and polishing of hard surfaces and
edges using a novel ecological polishing
system: ULTRABOND ECO-SYSTEM.
TECHNOLOGIES:
MATERIALS

MACHINES

_A controlled and homogeneous dispersion of
the diamond makes this technology the perfect
combination to achieve superior Diamond
Resin Abrasives.

MARBLE/ MR
GRANITE / GR
SATELITARIA

AMOLADORA

TERRAZZO/ TZ

CUARZO / QZ

_It allows the exact dispersion and
positioning of the diamond grits on the
outside of a network type support with an
open structure.

EPOXY / EP

SHINE LEVELS

CONCRETE / CON

other diamond pads

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

STEPS

STEP 1 - STEP 2 - STEP 3

_Revolutionary polishing system in just three steps. Reduce
unnecessary steps to get the level of polish and shine desired,
saving costs of tool and work time.

VEL

_Individual identiﬁcation by marking and color code, informing of
the corresponding grit/step.

COUPLING

UNITS

2

ref.

051601

3 STEP ULTRABOND
PAD

Destinado al Pulido y Abrillantado
de las superﬁcies duras.
ref.

200-2.000 r.p.m.
TECHNOLOGIES

2
YELLOW PAD

3
GREEN PAD

_Ecological.This product does not contain substances
prohibited according to the regulation (CE) nº1907 / 2006

PRODUCTO RELACIONADO:

Recomended

1
RED PAD

061601

WET

DRY

NEW
pOLISHING SYSTEM

FOR MAINTENANCE AND SHINE

ADVANTAGES:

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE:

EASY 1/2/3
_Three easy steps with individual identiﬁcation to
achieve the desired shine intensity and
cleaning.

1

RED
PAD

_Occasional use.

ONLY WITH WATER

_Soft satin shine.

_Only needs water, not necessary using
chemical products. Avoid chemical odors and stains.

_Removes surface streaks.

_Cleans deeply.

_Recommendable for occasional use, when the surface
requires a deep cleaning preparing it for a posterior intense
polishing.

MAXIMUM SAVINGS
_This simple system reduces the number of
passes to achieve the desired shine and
cleanliness reducing time and costs, as well as
the 100% spending on chemicals..
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YELLOW
PAD

_Daily use.
_HIGH shine.

MIRROR SHINE

_Cleans quickly.

__Thanks to ULTRABOND technology, the desired
level of shine on ﬂoors, stairs, stone countertops,
tables and shelves is achieved, including a SHINE
MIRROR.

_Recommendable for daily use achieving a very intense HIGH
shine very intense while cleaning surfaces.

ALL MACHINES
_It is not necessary to invest in new machinery to start
using this novel Floor Polishing and maintenance
system.
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green
PAD

_Daily and occasional use.
_MIRROR shine.
_Daily and occasional use.

ANTI-SLIP
_Non-slip ﬂoors, safe to traﬃc and free of
accidents, both wet and dry.

SAFE FLOOR
MORE INFORMATION

VIDEO
PROMOTION

VISIT our channel

AbrasivosAlicante

PRODUCT
VIDEO

ANY DOUBT?
CALL US

(+34) 965 112 713

_Recommendable for occasional use when using the YELLOW
PAD daily. Daily use if the surface is not very dirty.

